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Friday March 20

Keynote Address
5:00pm, Tucker Hall 127A

Holly Case, Associate Professor of History, Cornell University

“A Universal War to Solve All Questions”: The Outbreak of the First World War and the Major Diplomatic and Social “Questions” of its Age

Saturday March 21

Student Panels
Tucker Hall 127A

8:00-8:30 Breakfast
8:30 Opening Remarks
8:45-10:20 War and Aftermath

Sarah Wall, Fragmented Authority and the Ensuing Chaos: Examining Patterns of Movement out of Galicia under the Russian Occupation of 1914-1915

Libby Miserendino, Step Right Up to the Modern World! The Circus Transformation in the First World War

Gabriel Hunter-Chang, The politicized Image: Photomontage and Berlin Dada in WWI Germany

Blade Lawrence, The Effects of WWI on Postwar Australian Nation-Building through the Lens of New Guinea

10:30 Coffee
10:45-11:45 The Postwar Order

Ethan Pearlstein, Antonio Vallejo Nágera and the Discourse of Eugenics in Francoist Spain


11:45 Closing Remarks
12:00 Lunch for Panelists and Faculty